
School Memories
Some of Elin Walters' (nee Fletcher) memories of school in the early 1990s

"I didn’t want to leave mum on my first day at school until 
Lisa came up and said, “Come on Ellie, I`ve got lots of 
things to show you” and suddenly everything was ok!"

"I remember everyone drawing self-portraits to be printed 
on a School tea towel to raise funds, and we all had a 
huge laugh at each others efforts when it was produced!"

"Christmas Dinner at school was the best thing, the turkey 
and the plastic trays with the compartments were a treat."

"I remember Sarah Cameron and I being allowed to use 
the only computer in the school in year 6, Mrs Lee's class.  
We wrote a story together, and it was so exciting to use a 
computer."

"There was a fish pond in the rear playground and we all had to take it in turns to feed the fish.  Lisa Rickard 
nee Brown and I argued about whose turn it was so Mrs. Prescott made us stand back to back in the corner of 
the classroom as a punishment!"

"There was a huge roll of paper for drawing that you could tear a length off with a guillotine style bar in Mrs 
Prescott`s class."

"I remember Karen Grills playing Joseph in the Christmas play in St Peter`s Church.  I think that may have been 
the first one there.  It was freezing cold during the rehersals."

"The school trip to Morwellham Quay was brilliant, we all dressed up in Victorian costume, we all had a great 
time."

Some of Andrew Fletcher's School Memories from 
the early 1980s

"I remember crying on my first day with Mrs Prescott hanging onto one 
arm and me hanging onto my mum's hand.  Mrs Prescott was saying “He 
will be fine when you`ve gone, don't worry” and I was thinking no I won't! 
"

"I remember writing about HOTOL, the new space plane project that was 
in the news at the time and Mrs.Prescott giving me a gold star and my 
essay being pinned on the wall."

Some of David Fletcher's School Memories from 
the mid 1980s

"Danny Albery and I had been friends at playschool, so school just 
seemed a natural progression, and I also had my big brother and cousin 
there."

"One of my favourite lessons was “Creative Writing”';  I used to love 
making up stories."

"Sports Day was fun, I remember winning my first ever race - the 'dressing up race'!"

"When I was 9 years old I had to go to hospital to have my tonsils removed, and everyone in class drew me a get 
well card."

Port Isaac School netball team in 1996 - Elin is sitting on the front 
row, second from the right
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